Abstract propeller is similar to rotating fan blade with having primary function as propulsion system. In order to increase propeller performance, Engineer is developing Energy Saving Devices ( ESD ) to reduces operational cost, clean energy and for long term utilization. The global emmision from marine is 2.7 % in 2007. One of ESD is Propeller Boss Cap Fins ( PBCF ). The focus of this thesis is to design and developed PBCF B -series propeller. This thesis studies the performance of a propeller without and with PBCF such as efficiency, thrust, torsion and dynamic hub vortex phenomenon. To obtain the results this thesis uses Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD). The PBCF simulations were based on its pitch angle. The simulation results shows that PBCF is achieved the highest efficiency which is 0.60 %, and increases thrust 3.21 %, and torsion increase 2.64 % compared to propeller without PBCF. It also shows that the PBCF is able to break the vortex flow and it will reduces the porosity to the rudder and decrese the corrosion potention to the rudder.
I. INTRODUCTION Accordi ng to (IMO) Internasional Maritime
Organization, global emision about 2.7 % from marine activity at 2007 [2] . For ESD commontly devide into 8 devices. They are : Twisted Rudder, Costa -Bulb with Twisted Rudde, Costa -Bulb with Conventional Rudder, Boss Cap Fins, Propeller Optimizing, Wake Equalising Duct, Becker Mewis Duct, Bullbous Bow Retro -Fit. From that, its devices have different characteriztic and efficiency [9] .
Since developed in 1987 by Mitsui O.S.K Lines, West Japan Fluid Engineering Laboratory, and Nakashima Mitsuwa Propeller was adapted over more than 2000 vessel at world wide [11] . The next stage of the development was conducted by Ouchi [4] , since that there are several researches regarding the PBCF. This paper focuses on analyze increases performance of propeller including thrust, torsion, efficiency and eliminating hub vortex which reduces the propeller efficiency and may caused rudder corrotion [7] behind the propeller after and before installing PBCF.
II. METHOD
This research using experimental method and comparative method. Experimental method is study of cause, effect and it differs from non -experimental method in that involver the deliberate manipulation of one variable while trying to keep all other variables constant [10] . Comparative method for this research because the author who make compared result before and after propeller performance caused by installation PBCF. It will try to make new design of PBCF according shape and hub fortex phenomenon whic affect the propeller. performance. The role of the fins is weaken energi from A miadji, Departement of Marine Engineering, Sepuluh Nopember Institute Of Technology, Surabaya 60111, Indonesia, E-mail: amiadji@yahoo.com.
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rotating flow around propeller cone and the fins can impact of increase propeller efficiency [1] .
A. Propeller Modeling
Propeller modelling using (CAD) Computer Aided Design Software. It can be making geometry and send to the (CFD) Computer Fluid Dynamic Software for take the data. For detail can shown in Figure. 
C. Flow Simulation, Thrust and Momment
Flow simulation for this thesis are using (CFD) Computational Fluid Dynamic Software. From that method, we can find thust and momment propeller Bseries with or without PBCF. Each analyse, can determine from each (J) advance velocities.
III. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION

A. Propeller Boss Cap Fins Geometry
The propeller model was build in CAD Software. PBCF geometry was built based on NACA foil and in half circle blade. The position of the PBCF blade based on the flow behind the main propeller. The main propeller for this paper uses B4-85 which can be shown in Table. 1.
The specification of the PBCF can be shown in Table. 2. Where the PBCF has the same number of blade as the propeller [8] .
B. Mesh Generation
In order the solver manager to solve the computation based on RANS. The model which has been built in 3D model is meshed in full hexahedral unstructured meshes.
The model geometry built into the object and boundary Sep. 2018 . 278-283 (pISSN: 2541 -5972, eISSN: 2548 -1479 279 condition which represents the environment around the object as can be shown in Figure. 2. The object is combination of trailing edge, leading edge, tip and hub of the system. The inlet and outlet built and meshed also.
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The meshing result for the propeller is 2,604,431 cell and 2,844,566 vertices while the propeller installed with PBCF is 3,279,982 cells and 3,593,238 vertices as shown in Table. 3. 
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C. Flow Setting
Flow setting is to define the type of physical configuration of the flow such as k-ω SST for turbulence model. The cylinder of the free slip domain was applied and the propeller or the object is using non slip wall. The domain setting is 3D in radius and 5D in length of the cylinder.
The cavitation which enable the hub vortex to be simulated is activated. 
E. Validation of Thrust and Momment From Theory vs CFD
Before install PBCF to propeller B-Series, it must be validate from manual calculation result vs CFD result. 
Figure. 5. Open Water Test Validation Resul
From Table 4 we can conclude the validation model for propeller B4-85, validation do by each (J) velocity advance. The deviation very difference each J. For the detail can see figure 5 that represents deviation from J = 0.1 to J = 0.9. From this model, the maximum deviation at J = 0.8 and minimum deviation at J = 0.4.
F. PBCF Installation effect on Propeller B-Series
After the data has been obtained, difference between before and after installation PBCF will provide performance improvement. The detail can seen Table  5 Sep. 2018 . 278-283 (pISSN: 2541 -5972, eISSN: 2548 -1479 282 Table 5 we can conclude performance between propeller B4-85 vs B4-85 with PBCF , average improvement performance from J=0.1 until J=0.8 is efficiency ( 0.60% ), Thrust (3.21%) and momment (2.64%). Higher efficiency can impact better performance.
G. Fluid Flow Analyze
Make sure if the data are correct, we must check the fluid flow for see the detail of fluid flow and hub vortex phenomenon. Propeller whithout PBCF can be explained by Figure 7 . From that we can conclude strong hub vortex generated by propeller itshelf. But figure 8 unformed hub vortex phenomenon because fluid flow from propeller is blocked by fins and caused fluid flow can not forming hub vortex. 
